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And later, the Duchess Tremontaine tips her hand, while two con artists find a locket bearing dangerous secrets. This episode is brought to you by team-writer Alaya Dawn Johnson
and sets the wheels turning on the plots, schemes, and scandals of the season. Fantasy Fiction Literature Historical Fiction. Publication Details.Â Mary Anne Mohanraj received her
Ph.D. from the University of Utah, specializing in post-colonial literature and creative writing. She is the author of several books, including her dissertation novel, Bodies in Motion, an
exploration of sexuality, More about Mary Anne Mohanraj. Racheline Maltese (Author). [SPOILERS AHEAD]Episode two brings us our first taste of author Alaya Dawn Johnsonâ€™s
take on the world originally created by Ellen Kushner and it is fitting therefore, that it begins with Kaab. Alaya, who currently calls Mexico City home, was a significant influence on the
entirety of Tremontaine, particularly in bringing Kaab and the Kinwiinik culture to life with authentic details inspired by traditional MesoAmerican culture.The first scene of episode two
shows us more of life within the Balam compound as the family prepares for a feast in honor of Kaabâ€™s arrival. Kaab grits her teeth throug This episode is brought to you by teamwriter Alaya Dawn Johnson and sets the wheels turning on the plots, schemes, and scandals of the season. The North Side of the Sun continues the 13-part serial, Tremontaine,
presented by Serial Box. This prequel to the cult classic Swordspoint is brought to you by the collaborative effort of a team of writers under the creative direction of Ellen Kushner
herself. Join the dance of swordplay and scandal, week after week, on SerialBox.com. And donâ€™t forget to share the love! If youâ€™re enjoying Tremontaine, help us get the word
out by liking us on Facebook, Tremontaine Season One Copyright Â© 2016 text by Serial Box Publishing, LLC. All Rights Reserved, including the right of reproduction, in whole or in
part, in any audio, electronic, mechanical, physical, or recording format. Originally published in the United States of America: 2015. For additional information and permission
requests, write to the publisher at 175 Varick St. 4th Fl.Â The river bent through the city like a bow, crossed by bridges connecting the older side of the city to the new. And the
Everfair was lost; the papers told her that, leaving no room for hope any more. But there was a Kinwiinik Trader ship due in soon. Series: Tremontaine, Book 2. Length: 1 hr and 38
mins. Categories: Sci-Fi & Fantasy, Epic Fantasy.Â Nameless, but inspired by Elizabethan London, 18th-century Paris, 1980s New York, and many others great cities both real and
fictional, the setting of Tremontaine comes alive behind the colorful figures of Micah, Rafe Fenton, Ixkaab Balam, and, of course, Diane, the duchess of Tremontaine, a character well
met in the original series but whose history has remained a mystery until.

